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introduction

When we talk about platforms and processes of platform governance,
who exactly are we talking about? A growing body of interdisciplinary
work has in the past few years begun to theorize platform governance
more deeply as a set of political, legal, and economic relationships between a complex set of actors.1 Part of what has made this work compelling is growing evidence that the policies and practices of platform companies touch diffuse corners of life, and thus involve many policy
domains, a huge potential set of actors and interest groups across the digital economy.2
In 2021, the actors that are potentially a part of the platform governance ecosystem —seeking to shape the rules and architectures that platform companies deploy in a specific area of their service — might include: individuals with various subject positions, political motivations,
and levels of online engagement; individual civil society groups or
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collectives of them across various topical areas (ranging from more digitally-oriented NGOs to others working more broadly on issues like free
expression or human rights); platform companies, as well as other commercial actors in various sectors (e.g., advertisers, data brokers, businesses seeking to reach audiences with their products, and traditional media industries); journalists and academics; and of course, a massive
number of governmental state and sub-state actors, such as regulators, police departments, national security agencies, and competition authorities
across multiple jurisdictions. All of these actors have their own interests,
preferences, and strategies, making their interactions, as they seek to
shape platform governance, a significant element of the complexity that
pervades the contemporary politics of platforms. While all of these groups
may be potentially influential, which matter most, and when?
In past work, I proffered the concept of “governance stakeholders” to
parse out this terrain, and to provide a better understanding as to which
actors might be the object of focus in regulatory-focused accounts of platform governance.3 Drawing upon existing literature in the transnational
regulation world, I outlined the notion of a “governance triangle” of interaction between three stylized groups of actors—firms, government actors, and non-governmental actors. 4 The goal was to provide a heuristic
that could map out governance relationships and power relations between
these broad camps of actors when it came to informal content regulation,
as well as the composition of new styles of “co-regulatory” or “new governance” initiatives (from the Facebook Oversight Board to the Global
Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism) that featured a mix of industry, government, and civil society participation.5 Since then, however, my articulation has been contested and expanded by other researchers, who have
highlighted areas where it does not fully capture the complexity of actor
relationships in today’s wide-ranging platform regulation landscape. In
particular, Flew, Gillett, Martin, and Sunman, in reference to ongoing policy debates around platform competition in Australia, have noted that
other companies, especially those in the traditional media sectors, can create a level of “inter-capitalist competition” in certain policy negotiations,
and should thus be considered an important stakeholder in platform
3
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governance.6 In related conceptual work, Papaevangelou has sought to
deepen our understanding of the key stakeholders in platform governance
by outlining six clusters of interest groups that may be involved in online
content regulation: “public authorities, digital platforms, civil society organizations, legacy firms, industry organizations and, last, citizens/users.”7
The goal of this essay is thus to more systemically explore the key
actors involved in platform governance than has been done so far. What
exactly does it mean to be a “governance stakeholder” — and how does
it matter for our frames of analysis as to who and what is centered in such
definitions? Who are the key “platform governance stakeholders”? And
what combinations of actors matter in different domains of platform governance?
In the following, I engage directly with these questions by presenting
a typology of platform governance stakeholders intended to help structure
more systematic thinking about the politics of platform capitalism on a
global, trans-jurisdictional and trans-sectoral scale. Drawing on a brief
review of extant literature in both global governance more generally and
platform governance more specifically, I break down the key actors
across four levels (“supra-organizational”, “organizational”, “sub-organizational”, “individual”) that correspond to various groupings of actors
across different political and economic levels of analysis, from the individual worker all the way up to large constellations of firms, governments, or other actors. I then suggest that the relative importance of these
actors will vary in their importance depending on the specific policy issue,
the specific context, and the dominant platform type that is being discussed.

Who Matters?

The question of who should be considered as political has long been a
contested question in the history of political thought. The concept of governance, as developed by political scientists, initially focused largely on
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the capacities of a government, and its ability to successfully develop and
deploy key services within its territory.8 Governance frequently refers to
something that states do, but with the rise of global governance scholarship in political science and international relations, it increasingly refers
to the superstructures that support state action.9 Governance is increasingly used in various strands of academic scholarship to describe interlinkages of governments, institutions, and non-governmental actors that
have a political impact on the lives of individuals. A key catchphrase of
this global governance literature is the notion of “governance without
governments.” It thus is not only about governments, or about formal institutional structures or multilateral organizations. Firms, NGOs, and
other groups can all be important actors in governing peoples’ lives.
This turn was partially spurred by scholarship in the 1970s and 1980s,
especially within international political economy, that highlighted the
various transnational, cross-jurisdictional actors with increasing global
political influence. The work of Strange on the political role of markets
and financialization,10 of Vernon on multinational corporations,11 and of
Sikkink on transnational activist movements12 all shows how companies,
economic actors, and civil society groups were exerting novel forms of
power in global and domestic politics. Today, scholars are interested in
not just the wide array of political actors active on various local, national,
and transnational issues, and the assorted organizational (informal, hybrid, or otherwise innovative) features they may have, but also in the way
that some of these non-state actors have increasingly begun creating salient forms of private global rulemaking on their own.13 A major review of
“private regulation in the global economy” identifies the following
8
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potentially important players in global governance: industry associations,
NGOs, firms of varying types across the product cycle and supply chain,
networks of firms, technical experts, or groups of activists;14 regulators,
or networks of regulators;15 governments, or fora for intergovernmental
cooperation like the EU or the UN;16 non-governmental international organizations, like the International Monetary Fund;17 and consumers.18
This broad set of different actor groups, and the coalitions they form in
an increasingly globalized and transnational world, has been coupled with
a growing interest in “multistakeholder” forms of governance, where political decisions on policies like technical standards are developed in a
crucible of industry, expert, advocate, and government input.19 All of
these actors are potentially relevant for platform governance, as they have
been relevant for Internet governance and other transnational governance
issues more broadly.

Insights from the Platform Politics Literature

Alongside this baseline set of political actors and potential stakeholders, the various literatures that relate to a wide array of digital platforms
and how they govern their users (through their product design and choice
architectures; or the rules, policies, and terms of service that their customers “agree” to) also emphasize the stakeholders that matter. At the most
granular level are individual customers using platform services, who may
band together and mobilize against unjust policies. For instance, Gillespie
describes in detail how breastfeeding mothers and feminist activists organized on Facebook to seek changes to the service’s sexual content and
nudity guidelines,20 and Bivens writes about users pushing back against
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the gender binary coded into Facebook’s user account settings.21 The
work of legal scholars has in turn highlighted the roles played by individuals within firms in setting those content rules and architectures in the
first place. Klonick notably foregrounded the crucial decisions made by
the first generation of content “policymakers” who emerged in the Bay
Area in the mid-to-late 2000s, such as Google’s Nicole Wong, Facebook’s Dave Willner, and Twitter’s Alexander Macgillivray.22 Klonick’s
work, as well as that of researcher-activists like York,23 has shown how
platform companies are not monolithic, They have important sub-firm
constituencies that can have a major influence on policy outcomes —
from the policy teams and “cross-functional” teams developing specific
content standards, up to the executives that often end up making the final
decision as to what the firm should actually do.24 A related body of work
has focused on the role of commercial content moderators enforcing these
rules when they are made, detailing their roles within broader networks
of global labor, subcontracting, and service provision.25 This work additionally highlights the role played by interlinked complementor firms
(e.g., subcontracted firms providing moderation, but also other interacting companies, such as developers building on top of platform APIs, advertisers using platform ad suites, and media companies and other businesses seeking to build audiences for their content via pages and
groups).26
be growing literature on the way that these digital platforms are
themselves governed, with other political actors seeking to develop rules,
practices, institutions, and norms that would shape how digital platforms
govern their users, highlight the types of government agencies and actors
that can play an important role in platform regulation. For instance,
21
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Bloch-Wehba discusses the role that police agencies and the national security establishment play in shaping ﬁrm content moderation decisions
via a network of informal pressure and backroom dealing.27 Recent work
by Borelli shows how security-focused actors in Europe and the US (e.g.,
interior ministers, EUROPOL, and national intelligence agencies) all
have played an important role in shaping platform company action on violent extremism.28 bese types of government actors work in parallel, or
occasionally in concert, with regulatory agencies such as data protection
agencies or competition regulators often foregrounded in work on transnational privacy or platform competition. At an even more granular substate level, individual politicians, political staﬀers, and political parties
might be important actors in shaping and executing a regulatory agenda,29
and their motives can conceivably vary, from constituent needs and electoral goals to pressure from key interest groups, such as competing platform or non-platform ﬁrms. While much public discourse focuses on “Big
Tech” and groups them via various acronyms (FANG, GAFA, etc.), different platform companies are not always aligned as a bloc in policy negotiations. For example, Facebook and Apple have clashed on issues of
cross-application tracking for advertisements speciﬁcally and on data protection issues more broadly.30 Microsoft, which has a more enterprisefocused business model than ﬁrms like Alphabet, has sought to position
itself as an especially ‘responsible’ alternative to other tech ﬁrms.31
Across digital policy issues, other non-platform corporate actors, such as
internet service providers, media companies, and broadcasters, may also
clash (or align themselves with) platform ﬁrms on policy negotiations relating to intermediary liability, competition, or copyright. For instance,
Flew and colleagues have shown how traditional ‘legacy media’ companies in Australia successfully advocated for new competition and media
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policy initiatives targeting platform companies like Facebook and
Google.32

Governance Stakeholders: A Definition

There are a few insights that are worth noting from this broad overview. The first is that there are many potentially interesting actors involved in contemporary platform governance discussions, and it is understandable that the focus that researchers place on these actors change with
the specific focus of an article or its level of analysis (international, local).
Secondly, whereas the political science literature on transnational regulatory issues tends to focus on large-scale units and actor groups (e.g., governments, firms, and civil society), much of the platform governance literature also highlights a range of sub-unit actors. Depending on the topic
at hand, governments are likely to be of interest, but so are sub-state actors
within a government (such as specific regulatory agencies, ministries, political parties, or even individuals). Similarly, NGOs may be of note, but
as are larger or smaller networks of NGOs or activist individuals, journalists, and academics. The platform companies may figure as part of the
analysis, but one might wish to look within the firm, and across firms, and
not just view the company as a cohesive unit of analysis.
Following this logic, we can extend a simple notion of who constitutes
a “platform governance stakeholder.” These are the actors with a stake in
the processes of platform governance, understood along the lines of Gillespie as constituting both governance of, and by, platform companies and
services.33 These actors can vary in size, from the largest firm down to
the individual user or activist, and also can feature stakeholders within an
actor (e.g., interest groups within firms, such as unions or specific policy
teams, or within governments, such as specific government agencies) as
well as collections of aggregated actors (e.g., coalitions of states or associations of firms). To have a stake one does not need to necessarily act on
it; arguably all individuals affected (or governed) by the outcome of a
policy process are stakeholders within it, although various stakeholders
will be more active or hold more power and influence within negotiations
than others.
In my “Platform Governance Triangle” article, I focused on a general
heuristic grouping of actors categorized within three broad camps: state,
32
33
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firm, or NGO.34 Papaevangelou has elaborated with more specificity
within these categories, developing what he sees as six key actor clusters:
platforms (e.g., social media and search engines), citizens and users
(e.g., community users and digital activists), civil society organizations
(e.g., digital rights and press freedom advocates), industry organizations
(e.g., think tanks and industry associations), legacy firms (e.g., news media publishers and indie outlets), and public authorities (e.g., governmental bodies and regulators).35 While this is a helpful list that broadens our
horizons as to which kinds of actors are relevant, it features overlapping
categories and multiple levels of abstraction. For example, a platform
company might also be an influential member and funder of an industry
association that it uses to further its interests in certain policy negotiations. Legacy firms also have their own associations, and citizens may
also be involved within activist campaigns or with civil society organizations. Furthermore, there are many different types of governmental bodies
that do not necessarily work in parallel (how do we conceptualize the various branches of government and the different types of government agencies with different sizes, mandates, and government affiliation?). What
would it look like to come up with a maximally expansive list that keeps
these kinds of levels in mind, at least as a sort of clarifying exercise?

34
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A Stakeholder Typology

Table 1: List of Potential Platform Governance Stakeholders
The table above provides an overview of this expansive array of potentially relevant stakeholders in platform governance. It begins with the
three ideal types articulated by Abbott and Snidal for transnational
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regulation writ large: firm actors, governments, and other non-state actors
that are not firms, styled “non-governmental organizations” for short.36 I
call this the “organizational” level: in some analyses, especially those of
international politics, it is helpful to look at the actors at this level as unitary actors, akin to what old-school international relations scholars imagined as the “billiard balls” moving around the world in pursuit of their
interests.37 For example, in some accounts, authors might describe France
(depicted as a unitary government actor) seeking to regulate Facebook
(unitary firm actor) in a certain way with a certain strategy. In research
featuring more complex policy negotiations, or seeking to provide more
granularity, however, researchers may wish to zoom up or down levels.
For example, one can think of a “supra” level composed of groupings of
these ideal type actors, such as industry associations,38 transnational networks of national regulatory authorities,39 multilateral organizations with
state membership,40 and organized “transnational advocacy” collectives
of civil society organizations.41 Similarly, below the level of an individual
firm, government, or NGO actor, there is also conceptually a within-organization level: we can break down the unitary state or firm into its various important constituent groups and political actors that compose it. For
firms, this may include various arms of the company (the board, the clevel executive, specific teams or groups, or collectives of workers like
unions) which may not necessarily align on decisions and issues.42 For
governments, the range of actors with varying interests is even larger,
from the executive branches that wield an outsize role on the policy development of many governments, especially those with a Westminster
model of government, to specific issue-based ministries (e.g., finance, international affairs, or national security), independent regulators (like data
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protection agencies, competition regulators, and media regulators), and
the courts. Parliaments and other elected bodies have increasingly
emerged as potentially important agenda-setting and policy-development
actors in the platform space,43 holding inquiries, hearings, and, in some
political systems, developing legislation.
Finally, we can also conceptualize a “sub-sub-” level of actor that
might be called the “individual” layer, breaking down the level of analysis
down to specific key individual actors or decision makers. This is often
the contribution of platform studies scholarship that critically evaluates
the statements of executives like Mark Zuckerberg, Sheryl Sandberg, Jack
Dorsey, Sundar Pichai, Susan Wojcicki, or Jeff Bezos.44 This scholarship
also engages with the decision-making of individual employees within
firms, whether they be content moderators having to evaluate a photo or
video that has been flagged to them, tech workers deciding whether or not
to organize, or other individuals with important policy development roles
(as outlined by scholars like Klonick and douek when it comes to the
companies generally, and to initiatives like the Facebook Oversight Board
more specifically45).
On the government side, it has become clear that various individuals
operating within the unitary construct of a government — whether they
be a head of state, a cabinet minister, or an influential policy staffer
providing advice to higher-ups — often exert major influence on policy
decisions and direction. From Macron’s speech at the Paris Internet Governance Forum to the infamous “anti-Twitter” executive order signed by
Trump, to thinking about the role that influential parliamentarians like
Damian Collins in the UK or Heiko Maas in Germany have played in
shaping the broad thrust of platform related policy discourse and action
within their countries, the “great men” of policymaking are still at the fore
of much public, policy-oriented, and academic work around platform
governance. Finally, another broad set of individuals that are not clearly
working within firms or government may also be relevant in certain cases,
from specific journalists and academics that might exert policy influence,
to individual activists, community moderators, or ordinary users, all of
43
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whom may take part in, and be affected by, the processes of platform
governance.

Table 2. Examples of each ideal type of actor at the ‘organizational’
level of the typology.
The final point of note here is that these broad categories of firm, government, and NGO can apply to many different types of actor (see Table
2). For instance, a range of potential firm actors are also relevant, as Flew
et al. and Papaevangelou have pointed out, including legacy traditional
media firms, or legacy firms in other platform sectors (taxi companies or
hotels, in the instance of ride-sharing or transportation platforms), as well
as advertisers, developers, and other related corporate actors.46 Government actors in my typology can thus consist not just of national states like
China, Brazil, India, or France, but also sub-national governments like the
U.S. or German states (who may have their own legislatures, policy making apparatuses, or even regulatory agencies). Municipalities have also
emerged as crucial government actors when it comes to the governance
of what researchers affiliated with the Fairwork project have called “locally-” or “geographically-tethered” platforms, providing services like
grocery and food delivery, ride-sharing, or bike and scooter rentals.47 In
the NGO camp, civil society organizations are important actors in the
platform governance ecosystem, but they are not the only ones: funders
and philanthropic foundations providing money to researchers and to
46
47
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NGOs are arguably also stakeholders that could potentially influence policy. The same can be said for research institutions seeking to influence
policy agendas, especially ones with a clear political angle that may or
may not be connected to industry or government. All of these actors, seen
through the lens of the model, have potentially relevant sub- and individual actors within them that might be important platform governance stakeholders.
When do Stakeholders Matter?

Having developed this expansive list of potential stakeholders to look
at, how do we know which ones are important, and when? If one has a
more expansive understanding of platform governance than one that only
pertains to user-generated content platforms and harmful speech, it seems
as if the broad set of potential actors will vary in their importance across
contexts and platform type. To return to the example provided by Flew et
al.,48 who rightfully highlight the role of traditional media industries in
the negotiation of platform competition policies in Australia, in similar
debates in other countries relating to ranking and recommenders, news
feeds, and content delivery, such as copyright debates about “link taxes”
paid by platform companies to media outlets, we might expect a similarly
outsize role to be played publishers and the industry associations that represent them. But intuitively, media industries are not major players on all
platform-related policy debates: in my analysis of the policy development
of the German Network Enforcement Act, which is concerned with the
application of a broad range of German criminal law into the popular usergenerated content platform domain, I did not find significant participation
from traditional media industries, which were not meaningfully impacted
by the law; instead, the main actors in the national policy debate appeared
to be a range of platform companies and an array of civil society groups
working on digital rights, free expression, and issues relating to hate
speech and extremism.49
Following this logic, we can expect the key stakeholders to vary across
platform policy issue areas: for instance, with competition policy debates
featuring different mixes of stakeholders from content-based to data-protection-related ones. As well, the stakeholders might be expected to vary
across the related question of platform type: firms operating
48
49
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infrastructural, industrial, labor, or other service-based platforms may become important governors over time, but their governance debates are
likely to feature different actors at different levels with varying groupings
of “legacy” and “newer” actors depending on this specific context. For
instance, one would be surprised if regulation implicating accommodation platforms like Airbnb did not feature a mixture of national-level and
local-level government actors, a mix of legacy and platform firm actors
(the platform companies and associations they might be part of, but also
hotel groups and hospitality lobby organizations), and non-governmental
actors of varying types with assorted policy areas of focus (local tenants
associations, advocacy movements like FairBnb, consumer protection
NGOs, etc.). The specific breakdown of actors on a policy issue is likely
additionally influenced by local political economy and local political context: we can expect the tradition of government in Germany or Australia,
and the way that these governance systems structure the participation of
different industry and civil society in their policymaking process, to vary
significantly from other countries with distinct national traditions of regulation, such as Singapore, Brazil, or South Africa.
While a full breakdown of these various issues and the key stakeholders involved is out of scope here, and these politics are highly complex,
the question of which actors matter, and which actors we focus on, is evidently an important one for platform governance researchers of all stripes
to consider in their work going forward. Where does this take us in terms
of a future research agenda? One helpful potential area of research would
be to try and use this kind of conceptual typology to drive an analysis of
the existing literature, and explore which actors, stakeholders, and approaches currently predominate. Are there significant stakeholder groups
who may play an important role in policymaking processes, but their input
remains understudied?
Another promising area of work is incorporating political economic
frameworks, like the notion of “varieties of digital capitalism,”50 to gain
additional conceptual insight into the breakdown of these features across
different national contexts. There are a huge number of important policy
variables that can vary in these debates, and thus presumably have a
meaningful impact on contestation across stakeholders when policy negotiation occurs. For this reason, comparative policy research addressing
factors like the relative balance of platform firm versus legacy industry
50

See Jean-Marie Chenou, Varieties of Digital Capitalism and the Role of the State in Internet
Governance: A View from Latin America, in POWER AND AUTHORITY IN INTERNET GOVERNANCE 195 (Blayne Haggart, Natasha Tusikov & Jan Aart Scholte eds., 2021).
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power, the specific historical-institutional trajectories of government actors, and the strength and resources of civil society in certain contexts,
seems a highly promising way to more closely examine not just the key
stakeholders in platform governance, but also their collaboration, contestation, and interaction.
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